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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
Introduction and 2021 results
In 2021, the ongoing impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic continued to create a
challenging trading environment.
Despite these trying times, the Board was pleased with the resilience, strong
leadership and customer focus shown by our people, ensuring Smartgroup was
able to continue to deliver high service levels and improved operating and financial
performance in 2021.
Revenue of $221.8 million represented growth of 3% on the 2020 result. Operating
Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA) increased
by 8% to $103 million. Net Profit After Tax and Amortisation (NPATA) also grew by
7% to $69.5 million with Statutory Net Profit After Tax up 42% to $58.8 million.
The Board was pleased to announce a fully franked final ordinary dividend of 19.0
cents per share and a fully franked special dividend of 30.0 cents per share, taking
total dividends for 2021 to 72 cents per share.
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Delays in the global vehicle supply chain affected the settlement timeframes for
novated leasing vehicles, resulting in a large pipeline of future deliveries which has
continued in the early parts of 2022.
At Smartgroup, we are conscious of our role as part of the broader community.
Our strength as a business comes from the diversity, experience and skills of our
team members.
Smartgroup is one of a small number of Australian companies recognised as an
Employer of Choice for Gender Equality by the Workplace Gender Equality Agency.
Our workplace diversity is also reflected in our rating as an Inclusive Employer by
Diversity Council Australia. Across our business, we are proud that we have equal
representation of women and men at the executive, senior management and team
member levels.
We have long recognised the importance of championing sustainable and ethical
business practices and of improving the communities in which we live and work. To
support our efforts in these areas, the Board established an ESG Committee in
2021 to provide Smartgroup with even greater leadership and governance to help
further drive and channel our initiatives in the areas of corporate responsibility,
ethical practices and sustainability. Smartgroup is well progressed on the adoption
of a formal Sustainability Strategy, incorporating broad stakeholder engagement,
carbon footprint mapping and sustainability targets.

The Smartgroup Foundation

also continued into its third year, supporting a record 22 charitable projects with
nearly $250,000 in grants last year.
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2022 update
I will now make some brief comments about the company’s performance to date in
2022.
We are pleased with the start to 2022. In the four months to 30 April, Smartgroup
has made sound progress, recording revenue and EBITDA in line with
expectations and in line with the prior comparable period.
Global car supply challenges have continued with the excess pipeline for future
vehicle settlements now at $14 million increasing from $12 million as at the end of
2021.
Tim will provide a more detailed update on 2022 performance later in our
presentation.
Shareholder returns
Finally, I wanted to touch on our journey to date as a listed entity. In 2014,
Smartgroup moved from being a private entity to listing on the Australian Securities
Exchange. Since listing, we are proud to have returned $388 million in dividends
and $166m of associated franking credits to shareholders. This, combined with the
expansion in the market cap from $160 million on listing to over $1 billion today
means long term shareholders have been rewarded with both strong dividends as
well as good capital appreciation.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to thank Tim, the entire management team and all of our
employees for their hard work and strong focus throughout 2021.
I would also like to thank our loyal clients, suppliers and shareholders for their
ongoing support and to take this opportunity to thank my fellow Non-Executive
Directors for their continued commitment and guidance.
CEO’S ADDRESS
I will first introduce Smartgroup and then I will talk through our 2021 financial
results. I will give some details on the success we are achieving with Smart Future,
our strategy for growth that we announced around 12 months ago. Lastly, I will
comment on how the business is currently tracking.
Before I talk about the Smartgroup business model, I would like to start by
introducing my Executive Team.
We have a very capable executive leadership team who work cohesively and
tirelessly to ensure the company continues to deliver on its strategy and achieve a
positive outcome for all our stakeholders including clients, employees and of course
our shareholders.
In 2022, we have welcomed two new members to the Executive, Alfonzo Venturi in
the role of Chief Technology Officer and Tania Cumming, in the role of Chief
Customer Officer, further bolstering our capability at the executive level.
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Smartgroup is one of Australia’s leading employee management services
businesses with approximately 700 team members managing more than 380,000
customers and approximately 90,000 cars, in both novated and fleet.
Smartgroup’s investment proposition to shareholders is underpinned by our capital
light business model. It is through this business model that we are able to generate
strong free cashflows and pay fully franked dividends to our shareholders.
The strength of our business comes from our relationship with our clients – all
clients are on multi-year contracts and our top clients have been with us, in some
cases, for more than 15 years.
At Smartgroup, we provide and simplify a range of employee management services
for Australian employers. Our services range from salary packaging through to
workforce optimisation.
We contract through employers, typically on an exclusive basis, to provide benefits
to their employees. We are a national organisation and service some of Australia’s
largest employers such as government departments through to smaller not-forprofits and corporates.
One of Smartgroup’s key strengths is the long-term relationships we have with
employer clients across a range of sectors.
The majority of our clients operate in attractive segments. 43% of our customer
base comprise of Not for Profits – think national, state and local based aged care,
disability care and charitable organisations. Public and private hospitals account
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for around 23% of our clients and government and education around 30%. All of
these segments have had good employment growth with long tenured employees.
Over the last 24 months, we have made substantive progress in improving our
business to navigate challenges and have progressed important integrations.
First, on the regulatory front, we have successfully implemented changes to the
add-on insurance process to satisfy and comply with new sales and design and
distribution obligations.
Second, we have managed the COVID period reasonably well, taking the
opportunity to engage with clients, customers and team members remotely and to
manage the cost base appropriately.
Third, we managed the step down in margin compression from pricing changes
from our add-on insurance supplier. The impact of the step down is now fully
reflected in last year’s financial results. Despite that reduction in revenue and
margins, we have managed to maintain EBITDA at strong levels.
Fourth, we have now completed around 80% of the integration of the various salary
packaging business acquisitions. This has brought about more consistency in
servicing, as well as enabling customers to access a broader benefits suite.
And lastly, we have welcomed new senior managers to enhance our capability and
complement the deep salary packaging experience of our current team.
I will now offer some comments to recap on our performance in 2021.
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We are very pleased with our 2021 results which reflect the continued momentum
of our business. Throughout another year of disruption, Smartgroup and our team
members remained flexible to deliver exceptional client and customer experiences
and strong business outcomes.
Throughout this period, we have been successful in our renewal of key client
contracts as well as generating improvements from within our existing business.
Packages, vehicle orders and settlements, as well as customer and team member
engagement have all been improved.
Highlights from 2021 are as follows:
Firstly, we delivered revenues for the full year of $221.8 million dollars, EBITDA of
$103.0 million dollars and NPATA of $69.5 million dollars.
Revenue, EBITDA and NPATA were up on the prior year by 3%, 8% and 7%
respectively.
Secondly, we renewed or extended all top 20 client contracts falling due in 2021
including our largest and second largest clients.
We had strong growth in packages of 17,000 and leasing settlements grew by 4%.
Thirdly, our Smart Future program which we announced in Q2 last year, began to
deliver strong targeted benefits. Improvements to our digital leasing tools resulted
in double digit growth in leads for new cars from the web calculator as well as an
80% improvement in customer engagement with the tools.
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And finally, our capital light business model continues to generate a strong level of
free cashflows. After-tax cashflows are in excess of NPATA and we have very low
net debt.
Our Smart Future Program
Now I would like to give an update on our Smart Future program that we
announced last year.
Over the last several years, we have acquired more than 10 private salary
packaging and fleet businesses. These acquisitions have helped us build out a
large client base that extends into not-for-profits, private schools and corporates.
Smartgroup is a B2B2C business and we have approximately 3,700 employer
clients. Our role is to provide benefits to their employees, in most cases, on an
exclusive basis. We are uniquely placed to deliver education, awareness and
services.
We estimate that within our existing client base, we reach up to 1.5 million
employees. We also estimate that those 1.5 million employees own up to 1.2
million cars.
Our largest clients are in Education, Health, Disability and Aged Care as well as
Government. Employment in these sectors is stable and growing, and their
employees typically drive to work.
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Within this addressable market, we have approximately 380,000 customers and we
manage around 65,000 cars. We think there is room for good levels of organic
growth over the medium term.
This time last year, we announced Smart Future, our program to drive organic
growth and to solidify our position as the trusted partner for Australian employers to
deliver benefits for their employees. We intend to do this through a focus on three
pillars.
The first is customer experience – we have long recognised great service as a key
requirement to increasing take up of our products and services. The delivery of
great customer experience will increase client and customer advocacy and promote
referrals as well as cross sales. We have made improvements to the customer
interaction channels with positive results flowing through in higher levels of
engagement and uptake of services.
The second is digital investment – with over 3,700 clients and around 380,000
customers, investing in digital capabilities is imperative. We are investing in digital
tools and capabilities to improve, enhance and support the customer experience as
well as to lower cost to serve through improved self-serve channels.
Lastly, simplification – after acquiring multiple salary packaging and fleet
businesses over several years, our team members have been focused on
integration of these businesses. We are progressively moving from multiple salary
packaging brands and platforms to a target state of three.
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To date, approximately 149,000 salary packaging cards as well as 78% of clients
and 74% of customers have transitioned. This has brought about more consistency
in servicing as well as enabling customers to access a broader benefits suite.
Our goal is to provide a great customer experience enabled by technology and
delivered by engaged team members to continue to be the trusted partner for our
clients and in turn, grow and build scale within our business.
We have in the last 12 months, invested in our technology foundations as well as
commencing work on streamlining our operations. We have commenced work to
refresh our websites as well as our client and customer portals. A rollout of a
standardised Client Relationship Management platform across the group will also
be prioritised.
A new digital experience platform was implemented and over the next 12 months,
we will be looking to relaunch websites and portals as well as introduce new digital
customer engagement tools.
We have designed new customer journeys, rolled out experience training and
simplified incentive structures for our novated leasing team. The outcome has
been improvements in lead conversions across most channels. We saw lead
conversions improve by 4 percentage points from 2019 to 29%. This conversion
rate has been maintained into Q1 2022.
Calculator
Our leasing calculator is a strong digital channel to educate customers and
generate leads. A redesign and the launch of the new calculator in Q1 last year has
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already seen strong outcomes. Calculator visitations, as represented by the blue
dashed line, have increased since launch and the customer leads, as represented
by the red line, have grown faster than visitations. Customer engagement, as
measured by time spent on the calculator, represented by the dots on the graph,
has improved. Customers are now spending around 7-8 minutes compared to 4
minutes previously spent. This improvement has been sustained into Q1 2022.
These two examples are strong outcomes that we have seen at the early stages of
Smart Future. I will now talk about the two digital assets we will be launching in the
next several months to further improve customer experience.
Smartsalary website
The Smartsalary website has been redesigned to be simpler, to promote customer
education and further digitise interactions. It already has strong functionalities and
with a new look and feel, and a focus on delivering a better user experience, it will
drive better customer engagement.
Vehicle sales portal
We will also be launching our vehicle sales portal in 2022. This functionality will
enable customers to digitally interact with us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The
interactions are across the whole of the vehicle sales journey, from the creation of a
quote, to applying for finance, to the end of the lease.
This initiative is aimed at educating, simplifying and digitising customer interactions.
It will also assist our vehicles team to spend more quality time with customers to
improve the novated leasing journey.
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We are excited by these two launches and we will report back on the outcomes.
Business Update to April 2022
I would now like to give you an update on our business and its progress so far in
2022.
For the first 4 months to April, we are seeing continued strong leasing leads.
Leasing leads, compared to the prior year, are up 6%. Leads for new leases were
up strongly in the first 3 months with double digit growth versus pcp. April was
softer than pcp due to the timing of public holidays impacting business days.
The vehicle supply market continues to be tight and to impact novated leasing
settlements. Settlements are slightly up on the prior year and our excess pipeline
for new vehicle deliveries continues to grow, from $12m at December 2021 to $14m
at the end of April.
With the tight supply market, the strong leads that we are seeing for the four
months to April are unlikely to be crystallised into settlements until the second half
of 2022.
Our salary packaging customers continue to grow, with salary packaging customers
up by 5,000 or 1% since December.
We have successfully transitioned from St George, our primary funder, to Angle
Finance. With that transition, we received pre-payment for fees that would normally
be earnt over the life of the novated leasing book.
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We also launched an API to automate financing with a second partner, enabling us
to diversify our funding sources.
Despite the continued tight car supply market, Revenue and EBITDA are in line
with our expectations and with the prior comparative period.
Our balance sheet remains conservative with a net debt of $47 million.
The business is performing well. That said, because of the car supply challenges
many of the vehicle orders we have taken of late are yet to be delivered at which
time they will be recognised as earnings. On that basis the current financial results
are not a true representation of our earnings. When the vehicle supply chain
improves, we expect to see our value proposition on car buying expand, more
customers taking a new vehicle rather than refinancing and the $14m of excess
pipeline revenue being recognised as earnings. Meanwhile, we are making good
progress on our strategic pillars of customer experience, digital and simplification.
I would like to extend my thanks to our Chair, Directors and all our team members
for your hard work and dedication and to our clients and customers and, of course,
our shareholders for your ongoing support.
On behalf of Smartgroup, we are excited about the long term outlook for our
business and the opportunities arising over the next twelve months.
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2021 results an improvement in all financial metrics versus 2020 with
total dividends of 72cps
Revenue

EBITDA1

NPATA1

Dividend (fully franked)2

1. Adjusted to reflect one-off impact on adoption of AASB 16 Leases from January 2018. Impact is to increase 2018 EBITDA by $1.6m in each of H1 and H2 and reduce 2018 NPATA by $0.1m
in each of H1 and H2.
2. In addition to the $11.9m 2020 special dividend, a $7.3m 2021 special dividend was declared in February 2021 in relation to profits earned by group companies in 2020. This $7.3m is classified as an
interim special dividend within the 2021 Annual Report.
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A focus on culture and sustainability
We’re committed to empowering our diverse and inclusive workforce,
and to promoting equality at all levels.

Gender diversity
targets of

40/40/20*

achieved at Executive,
Senior Management and
All Employee levels

Commitment to
equal pay,
eliminating
gender pay gap

Smartgroup
Foundation gave
nearly $250,000
in grants across
22 projects in
2021

ESG Committee
established in 2021
2022 adoption of
Sustainability
Strategy and
targets

WGEA Employer of
Choice for Gender
Equality & Inclusive
Employer by
Diversity Council
Australia 2021-2022

Recognised as
a member of the
RAP network in
October 2021

*40% female, 40% male and
20% either gender
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Financial performance
Revenue and EBITDA in line with our expectations and pcp

2022
Update

Low net debt of $47m and leverage of 0.5x EBITDA,
following payment of 2021 final ordinary and special dividends

Strong vehicle order levels continuing
Settlement volume is impacted by vehicle supply shortages,
leading to a large pipeline of future settlements
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Shareholder returns

Since listing in 2014, Smartgroup has paid ~$388m in fully franked dividends (~$166m franking value)

~$160M SIQ Market Cap | 2 July 2014

~$1.1B SIQ Market Cap | 6 May 2022

Performance indexed to 100 at July 2014

1,200%
1,100%
1,000%

Smartgroup market
capitalisation

900%
800%
700%
600%
500%
400%
300%
200%

S&P/ASX 200

100%
0
Jan 2014

Jan 15

Jan 16

Jan 17

Jan 18

Jan 19

Jan 20

Jan 21

Jan 22

Source: Refinitiv, S&P Capital IQ, ASX (at 6 May 2022)

Current market cap is ~7.1x IPO market cap and share price is ~5.4x IPO issue price
Total Shareholder Return >700% since IPO, including franking value 
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Our investment proposition
Smartgroup’s investment proposition is underpinned by a capital light business model, generating strong cash flows
and dividends

382,500

63,100

24,750

~700

Salary Packaging
customers

Novated
Leases

Fleet Vehicles
Managed

Full Time
Equivalents



Premium established player with scale
in a proven industry



Diversified customer base operating in
attractive sectors



Proven and resilient earnings, with high cash flow
conversion, solid returns and fully franked dividends



Strong long-term contractual relationships
with key clients



Robust capital light business model supported
by a strong balance sheet



Growth strategy and enhanced operational
efficiencies through digital investment
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What we do
At Smartgroup, we simplify salary
packaging, fleet management
and a range of other employee benefit
services for organisations across Australia
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Who we serve

Corporate
Education 4%
10%

Our employer clients and employee customers
•

Not-for-Profit –
charities, disability and aged care providers

•

Hospital –
public and private

•

Government –
local, state and federal

•

Corporate –
small, medium and large

•

Education –
schools, universities, state departments and dioceses

Government
20%
Hospital
23%

382,500
Salary Packaging
customers

Not-for-Profit
43%
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Resilient performance, building capability
and streamlining operations
We have navigated challenges and progressed important integrations

Diversity and Inclusion
Regulatory

COVID

Margin
Compression

Acquisition
Integration

Management
Strength

Successfully implemented
changes to add-on
insurance processes and
disclosures to satisfy new
design and distribution
obligations

Continued to manage
operational impacts
and maintain strong
client and customer
relationships

Managed add-on insurance
supplier repricing with
EBITDA margins
remaining strong

Accelerated the transition
of acquired businesses to
target brands, with
~80% completed

New senior managers
have enhanced our
capability below
Executive level

Smartgroup is well positioned to move forward with a strong platform for growth
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2021 full
year results
recap

Results to 31 December 2021
Pleasing results reflect continued momentum
Strong improvement in profit
•
•
•

Revenue of $221.8m up 3% vs CY 2020
Operating EBITDA of $103.0m up 8% vs CY 2020
NPATA1 of $69.5m up 7% vs CY 2020

Successful renewal outcomes with improved
operating performance
•
•
•
•

Renewal or extension of all top 20 client contracts falling due
in CY 2021 (8 in total)
Largest client, Department of Defence, successfully renewed
for 5 years, inclusive of extension options
Total package growth of 17,000 and leasing settlement
volumes up 4% vs pcp
New novated leasing orders increased by 14% with pipeline of future
settlements representing c.$12m of additional future revenues2

1. NPATA is net profit after tax, adjusted to exclude the non-cash tax-effected amortisation of
intangibles and significant non-operating items.
2. Assuming historic vehicle order to settlement conversion rates.
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Results to 31 December 2021
Pleasing results reflect continued momentum
Smart Future program delivering targeted benefits
•
•
•

12% increase in digital leads for new leases
80% increase in customer engagement with the new leasing
calculator
13-point increase in leasing sales customer NPS with a
2 percentage point improvement in lead to order conversion

Strong cashflow conversion and net cash position
enabling total dividends for the year of 72.0cps3
•
•
•
•

3.

Adjusted after-tax operating cashflows at 113% of NPATA
Net cash of $3.6m at year end
Fully franked final ordinary dividend of 19.0cps3
Fully franked special dividend of 30.0cps, bringing total
dividends for the year to 72.0cps3

Total dividends for the year include the 5.5cps special dividend paid in March 2021 and
17.5cps interim ordinary dividend paid in September 2021.
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The
Smart Future
Program

Significant organic growth opportunities from existing clients
Addressable market
c.1.2-1.5m1

employees
within existing client base

Addressable market

c.0.9-1.2m2 total cars owned
by those employees

= 60,000 employees (potential customers)

= 60,000 cars (potential Smartgroup novated vehicles)

Smartgroup customers

Smartgroup novated vehicles

1. Number of employees within existing client base is a Smartgroup management estimate based on publicly available data and data provided by current clients.
2. Number of cars owned by those employees is a Smartgroup management estimate derived with input from ABS 3101.0 National, state and territory population Sept 2020, ABS Motor
Vehicle Census Australia 2020, and VFACTS private vehicle sales data.
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Smart Future Program
Launched May 2021
Be the trusted partner for Australian employers to deliver benefits to their employees

Vision

Strategic
capabilities
Customer experience

Strategic
pillars

Technology

Deliver great customer
experiences for both our
clients and their employees

People and culture

Brands

Invest in digital to create a
seamless customer experience
and lower cost to serve

Scale

Simplify and streamline
operations to reduce
complexity and risk

Outcomes

Increased client and
customer advocacy

Improved client success
across the base

Reduction in cost,
complexity and risk

Increase in employee
engagement

2021

Net Promoter Score
Up 8 points1

Lead to order conversion
Up 2 percentage points2

Leases per consultant
Up c.50%3

Engagement
Up 7 percentage points

1.
2.
3.

Combined sales and service NPS across all brands.
Lead to vehicle order conversion increase reflects the fully-matured conversion rate for H1 2021 leads versus 2020. H2 2021 lead to order conversion rates were not fully mature at Dec 2021.
CY 2021 lease settlements per sales consultant versus 12 months prior to COVID disruption.
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Increased focus on digital
engagement
and improved experiences have led
to growth in digital novated leads and
better lead conversion
Novated leads by channel
and conversion rates

Lead
to order
conversion rate
increasing
4 percentage
points from
20191

Novated leasing leads have reduced from
2019 with restricted on-site access
Increased focus on digital engagement
throughout late 2020 and 2021 has seen
digital leads grow significantly, both in
total and as a proportion of total leads
Improved customer journeys and customer
experience training saw lead conversion
increase across most channels

Leads expected to further increase as onsite client activity restrictions ease

1. 2021 lead to order conversion rate of 29% reflects the
fully-matured conversion rate for Q1-Q3 2021 leads.
Q4 2021 lead to order conversion rates are not yet
fully mature and so are not presented.
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New Smartleasing vehicle calculator has seen
sustained improvement in customer
engagement and leads
c.40%+ increase in calculator
traffic and c.60%+ increase
in calculator leasing leads1

c.80% increase in the time
customers spend interacting with
calculator/self-educating1

Increased calculator visit to
lead conversion worth c.$3m+
in vehicle order revenue p.a.2

1. Baseline period is 12 months prior to mid-March
2021 go-live of new Smartleasing calculator.
2. Assuming historic lead to vehicle order conversion.
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We will launch
new digital assets
promoting education
and digitising
interactions
New Smartsalary website


Simpler



Better user experience



Improved data analytics
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Customers will be able
to engage with
Smartgroup for novated
leasing digitally 24/7
New vehicle sales portal
 Digitising customer education
and interactions
 End-to-end sales process when all
development phases are complete
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Business
update to
April 2022

Strong leasing lead
generation and pipeline
Lead to Vehicle
Order conversion
rates are stable

V PCP

Total leasing leads
New lease digital
leads
Value of ‘excess’ new
VO pipe (Revenue)

CY 2021

Apr
2022
YTD

+1%

+6%

+12%

+11%

c.$12m

c.$14m

Strong leasing
lead generation and
‘excess’ new vehicle
order pipeline
growth from $12m
to $14m

Lower-cost digital lead
volumes have grown beyond
pre-COVID levels

Strong order levels have continued
into 2022 – settlement volume is
impacted by vehicle supply
shortages, leading to a large
pipeline of future settlements
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Operations
Salary packaging customers up c.5,000 (+1%) since December 2021
Return to office for Smartgroup team members across Australia

Update

Novated funding panel
Transition from St George to Angle complete, including early
payment by St George of future performance fees
API launched with second panel financier

Financial performance
Revenue and EBITDA in line with our expectations and pcp
Low net debt of $47m and leverage of 0.5x EBITDA, following payment
of 2021 final ordinary and special dividends
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Important notice and disclaimer
Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Smartgroup Corporation Ltd (ACN 126 266 831) (“Smartgroup”) and is general background information about
Smartgroup’s activities current as at the date of this presentation. The information is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete.
To the extent that certain statements contained in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking statements” or statements about “future matters”, the
information reflects Smartgroup’s intent, belief or expectations at the date of this presentation. Smartgroup gives no undertaking to update this information
over time (subject to legal or regulatory requirements). Any forward-looking statements, including projections, guidance on future revenues, earnings and
estimates, are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause Smartgroup’s actual results, performance or achievements to
differ materially from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking
statements, opinions and estimates in this presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are
statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Neither Smartgroup, nor any other person,
gives any representation, assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements in this
presentation will actually occur. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, adequacy or reliability of any statements, estimates or opinions or other
information contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Smartgroup, its subsidiaries and their respective directors, officers,
employees and agents disclaim all liability and responsibility for any direct or indirect loss or damage which may be suffered by any recipient through use
of or reliance on anything contained in or omitted from this presentation. No recommendation is made as to how investors should make an investment
decision. Investors must rely on their own examination of Smartgroup, including the merits and risks involved. Investors should consult with their own
professional advisors in connection with any acquisition ofsecurities.
Non-International Financial Reporting Standards (Non-IFRS) information
This presentation presents financial information on both a statutory basis (prepared in accordance with Australian accounting standards which comply with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and non-IFRS basis
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